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Holo & Terran Collective Partner on Collaborative Software

Dear all,

We are pleased to announce the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Holo Ltd. (makers of Holo and Holochain) and the Terran Collective LLC, on the 26th of February 2020.

This follows Holo’s recent acquisition of Hylo, whose codebase and interface design we’re using as the basis for our app libraries and sample apps to ensure we have a beautiful, ready to use framework for creating the front-ends of Holochain apps. We have also open-sourced the Hylo codebase and ported it to Holochain’s distributed architecture in the form of our Communities app, soon to be tested on the Holo network.

The MoU with the Terran Collective is an agreement which will allow Holo to support the Terran Collective in playing a stewardship role, maintaining and improving the Hylo code base for the currently operating application on Holo’s behalf.

This solution will address key issues such as: nurturing the current Hylo user base, ensuring improvements made to the legacy app are available to the wider community, and continuing conversions of Hylo for use by Holochain apps. This will support great Holochain apps and a thriving Holo network.

Terran is a for-purpose company and software agency based in San Francisco, that offers product development as a service. This service entails product ideation, user experience, design, development, deployment and end-user adoption. They are a phenomenal organization and experts in the field of creating collaboration software for organizations. Over the past decade, the team behind Terran has brought over $100M value to the market, working with companies such as IDEO, NRG, L'Oreal Paris, Regen Network, Comfy, Naturener, and Nippon Capital.

One of the guiding principles behind the Terran Collective’s work is to create new technologies for the greater good. This is in alignment with the core values and principles held by both Holo and Hylo.

Holo is excited to support Hylo’s future progress by utilizing Terran’s team of technologists, community organizers, entrepreneurs, activists, and artists, who are dedicated to creating a community of care and practice building systems and tools for a regenerative future.
About Holo
The Holo hosting platform lets you run web-apps in a fully distributed manner, on potentially thousands of nodes all over the world, with no single point of failure, and no central control over the data.

Holo does to cloud computing what Airbnb did to hotels... and so much more. Holo is helping to grow a more human Internet — where you own your personal data and choose how your applications work. With Holo, you share your computer's spare capacity to help others connect to peer-to-peer apps. When people use the apps you host, you can get rewarded in cryptocurrency by the app's creators. Holo is built on Holochain, a framework for distributed applications, that allows people to build apps without any network constraints. This means every user controls their own data, and it can't be sold or exposed to third parties. For app developers who want to learn how to build on Holochain and transform centralized apps to distributed ones, find out more: https://developer.holochain.org
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